
A Conjetural Desription of theTautologial Ring of theModuli Spae of CurvesCarel Faber
AbstratWe formulate a number of onjetures giving a rather omplete desription of the tauto-logial ring ofMg and we disuss the evidene for these onjetures.1 IntrodutionDenote by Mg the moduli spae of smooth urves of genus g � 2 over an alge-braially losed �eld (of arbitrary harateristi). For every m � 3 that is notdivisible by the harateristi, this spae is the quotient by a �nite group ofthe nonsingular moduli spae of smooth urves with a sympleti level-m stru-ture. Hene the Chow ring A�(Mg) an be de�ned easily|we are working withQ-oeÆients throughout this paper. (Cf. [17℄, Example 8.3.12.)Some other relevant spaes are the moduli spaes Mg;n of smooth n-pointedurves (C;x1; : : : ;xn) of genus g, with xi 6= xj for i 6= j, de�ned whenever 2g �2 + n > 0, and, denoting Mg;1 by Cg , the spaes Cng , the n-fold �ber produtsof Cg over Mg , parameterizing smooth urves of genus g with n-tuples of notneessarily distint points. For all these spaes, the Chow ring an be de�ned asabove.Between these spaes, there are many natural morphisms forgetting one ormore points; these will usually be denoted �. The most important of these is� : Cg !Mg ; its relative dualizing sheaf !� will often be denoted by !. This isa Q-line bundle on Cg , f. [29℄, p. 299. Writing K = 1(!) 2 A1(Cg) we de�ne(following Mumford) �i := ��(Ki+1) 2 Ai(Mg)



110 Carel Faberusing the ring struture in A�(Cg) and the proper push-forward for Chow groups.Note that �0 = 2g � 2 and ��1 = 0.Another way to produe natural lasses in A�(Mg) is to use the Hodge bundleE = ��!, a loally free Q-sheaf of rank g on Mg . It is the pull-bak of a bundleon Ag , the moduli spae of prinipally polarized abelian varieties of dimensiong, via the morphism t : Mg ! Ag sending a urve to its Jaobian. We followMumford in writing �i := i(E ) 2 Ai(Mg):(Thus �0 = 1 and �i = 0 for i > g ; the divisor lass �1 is often denoted �.)The �i and �i are alled the tautologial lasses; we de�ne the tautologialring of Mg to be the Q-subalgebra of A�(Mg) generated by the tautologiallasses �i and �i . We denote this ring by R�(Mg).It an be shown that the lasses of many geometrially de�ned subvarietiesof Mg lie in R�(Mg). Examples of subvarieties de�ned in terms of linear sys-tems for whih this happens, will play an important role in this paper. Mumfordgives examples (in x7 of [29℄) of subvarieties parameterizing urves with speialWeierstrass points; these are atually speial ases of subvarieties de�ned in termsof linear systems with ertain presribed types of rami�ation. Working over C ,we have Harer's result [20℄ that H2(Mg) is one-dimensional (for g � 3); sineH1(Mg) = 0, this implies thatA1(Mg) = R1(Mg) �= Qfor g � 3 (note that �1 = 12�, f. [29℄ p. 306). (Unfortunately, an algebrai proofof Harer's result is not known.)For g � 5, the tautologial ring R�(Mg) is equal to the Chow ring A�(Mg),in harateristi 0. This was shown by Mumford for g = 2 (f. [29℄ p. 318; it is animmediate onsequene of Igusa's desription of M2 ), by the author for genera3 and 4 [9, 10℄ and by Izadi for g = 5 [24℄. However, it doesn't seem possiblethat this hold for all g. The idea is that the reent result of Pikaart that theohomology of Mg is not of Tate type for g large ([30℄, Cor. 4.7) should implythat the Chow groups of Mg over C don't map injetively to the ohomologygroups; here I am assuming that the result of Jannsen for smooth projetivevarieties over a universal domain ([25℄, Thm. 3.6, Rem. 3.11) an be extendedto varieties like Mg over C . It would seem then that a similar result would holdfor the Chow ring of Mg . The question whether R�(Mg) and A�(Mg) have thesame image in H�(Mg) appears to be open.2 Known ResultsWe now formulate some known results about the tautologial ring of Mg . Firstof all, Mumford shows ([29℄, xx5, 6) that the ring R�(Mg) is generated by theg � 2 lasses �1; : : : ;�g�2 . The proof has 2 ingredients:



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 111a. Applying the Grothendiek-Riemann-Roh theorem to � : Cg ! Mg and!� gives an expression for the Chern harater of the Hodge bundle E in termsof the �i . The resulting expressions for the Chern lasses �i of E in the �i anbe onisely formulated as an identity of formal power series in t :1Xi=0 �iti = exp 1Xi=1 B2i �2i�12i(2i � 1) t2i�1! :Here B2i are the Bernoulli numbers with signs (B2 = 1=6, B4 = �1=30, : : : ).For example�1 = 112�1 ; �2 = 12�21 = 1288�21 ; �3 = 16 ��112�3 � 1360�3 :So all the �i an be expressed in the odd �i . (Also, the odd �i with i > g anbe expressed in the lower (odd) kappa's; this will not be used in the proof that�1; : : : ;�g�2 generate, therefore it gives relations between the latter lasses in odddegrees greater than g.)b. On a nonsingular urve, the relative dualizing sheaf is generated by itsglobal setions. This may be formulated universally as the surjetivity of thenatural map ��E ! ! of loally free sheaves on Cg . The kernel is then loallyfree of rank g � 1 so that its Chern lasses vanish in degrees greater than g � 1.Hene j(��E � !) = 0 8j � g ;the di�erene being taken in the Grothendiek group. Pushing-down toMg givesrelations between the lambda's and the kappa's in every degree � g � 1.To obtain the desired result, one needs to hek that in degrees g � 1 and gthe two relations are independent. For this, Mumford uses an estimate on the sizeof the Bernoulli numbers; alternatively, one an use (easy) ongruene propertiesof these numbers.From now on, when talking about relations in the tautologial ring, we willmean relations between the kappa's.Reently, Looijenga proved a strong vanishing result about the tautologialring [27℄:Theorem 1. Rj(Mg) = 0 for all j > g � 2 and Rg�2(Mg) is at most one-dimensional, generated by the lass of the hyperellipti lous.In fat he proved a similar statement for the tautologial ring of Cng . This is thesubring of A�(Cng ) generated by the divisor lasses Ki := pr�iK and Dij (the lassof the diagonal xi = xj) and the pull-baks fromMg of the �i . The result is thatit vanishes in degrees greater than g�2+n and that it is at most one-dimensionalin degree g � 2 + n, generated by the lass of the lousHng = f(C;x1; : : : ;xn) : C hyperellipti; x1 = � � � = xn = x; a Weierstrass pointg:



112 Carel FaberLooijenga also gives a desription of the degree d part of the tautologial ring ofCng , for all d and n.This establishes an important part of one of the onjetures to be disussed inthis paper. That onjeture immediately implies Diaz's theorem [5℄, whih givesthe upper bound g � 2 for the dimension of a omplete subvariety of Mg (inhar. 0). Diaz used a ag of subvarieties ofMg that re�nes the ag introdued byArbarello [2℄. By using another re�nement of Arbarello's ag and by simplifyingparts of Diaz's work, Looijenga is able to express every tautologial lass of degreed as a linear ombination of the lasses of the irreduible omponents of a spei�geometrially de�ned lous of n-pointed urves. For d > g � 2 + n, the lous isempty; hene the vanishing. In degree g � 2 + n, the lous is not irreduible.After having desribed the irreduible omponents, Looijenga proves that theirlasses are proportional to that of Hng by invoking the Fourier transform forabelian varieties (work of Mukai, Beauville and Deninger-Murre). As a orollaryof Looijenga's theorem one obtains Diaz's result in arbitrary harateristi.The question whether the lass of the hyperellipti lous Hg is atuallynonzero was left open; this had been established only for g = 3 (due to theexistene of omplete urves in M3 ) and g = 4 (by means of a long alulationwith `test surfaes' inM4 (see [10℄). Note that the vanishing of [Hg℄ would implyan improvement of Diaz's bound; or onversely, the existene of a omplete sub-variety of dimension g � 2 of Mg would imply the non-vanishing of �g�21 (sine�1 is ample), hene that of [Hg℄. However, it is not even known whether M4ontains a omplete surfae.Happily enough, we don't need the existene result for omplete subvarietiesto settle the non-vanishing in the top degree [12℄:Theorem 2. �g�2 6= 0 on Mg . Hene Rg�2(Mg) is one-dimensional.So the lasses [Hg℄ and [Hng ℄ are nonzero as well. Before disussing the proof, weremind the reader of the fat that the lasses �i and �i , whih so far have beende�ned only on Mg , an be de�ned exatly as above on the Deligne-Mumfordompati�ation Mg . See [29℄, x4.The proof onsists of two parts:a. The lass �g�1�g vanishes on the boundaryMg�Mg of the moduli spae.This is a simple observation. In fat, over �0 , the losure of the lous of irreduiblesingular urves, the lass �g already vanishes: when pulled bak to Mg�1;2 , theHodge bundle on �0 beomes an extension of a trivial line bundle by the Hodgebundle in genus g�1, so its top Chern lass vanishes. Over a boundary omponent�i , with 1 � i � [g=2℄, the losure of the lous of reduible singular urvesonsisting of one omponent of genus i and one of genus g� i, the Hodge bundlebeomes the diret sum of the Hodge bundles in genera i and g� i. Now use theidentity �2h = 0, valid in arbitrary genus h, to onlude the vanishing of �g�1�gover �i .An equivalent formulation is:



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 113a0. The lass h2g�1(E ) vanishes on the boundary Mg �Mg of the modulispae.One may prove this diretly, using on the one hand the additivity of the Chernharater in exat sequenes and on the other hand the vanishing of all theomponents of degree � 2h of the Chern harater of the Hodge bundle in genus h,an easy onsequene of the vanishing of the even omponents proved by Mumfordin [29℄, x5. Or one uses the identity�g�1�g = (�1)g�1(2g � 1)! � h2g�1(E ) ;another onsequene of Mumford's result.b. On Mg the following identity holds:�g�2�g�1�g = jB2gj(g � 1)!2g(2g)! : (1)This is an identity of intersetion numbers (more preisely, the number on theright is the degree of the zero yle on the left). As B2g doesn't vanish, this provesthe theorem.The �rst step in the proof of (1) is to use (at last!) the full fore of Mumford'sresult in x5 of [29℄: his expression for the Chern harater of the Hodge bundleon Mg , derived by using the Grothendiek-Riemann-Roh theorem twie. Usingthis, (1) translates into the following identity of intersetion numbers of Witten'stau-lasses [32℄:g!2g�1(2g)! = h�g�1�2gi � h�3g�2i+ 12 2g�2Xj=0 (�1)jh�2g�2�j�j�g�1i+ 12 g�1Xh=1�(�1)g�hh�3h�g�g�1ih�3(g�h)�2i+ (�1)hh�3h�2ih�3(g�h)�g�g�1i� :The seond step is to invoke the Witten onjeture, proven by Kontsevih([32, 26℄). This gives a reipe to ompute all intersetion numbers of tau-lasses:a generating funtion enoding all these numbers satis�es the Korteweg-de Vriesequations. Together with the so-alled string and dilaton equations, this deter-mines these numbers reursively.Proving an expliit identity as the one above, is however not neessarilystraightforward from the said reipe. De�ne the n-point funtion as the followingformal power series in n variables x1; : : : ;xn :h�(x1) � � � �(xn)i = Xa1;:::;an�0h�a1 � � � �anixa11 � � � xann ;



114 Carel Faberwhih enodes all intersetion numbers of n tau-lasses. To prove the identity, itsuÆes to know two speial 3-point funtions expliitly, to wit h�0�(x)�(y)i andh�(x)�(y)�(�y)i. The KdV-equations in the form given by Witten ([32℄, (2.33))an be translated into simple di�erential equations for these funtions; an initialondition is provided by the identityh�0�0�(x)i = exp�x324� ;whih is an immediate onsequene of the Witten onjeture. In this way, the twospeial 3-point funtions an be determined easily; for instane,h�0�(w)�(z)i = exp�(w3 + z3)24 �Xn�0 n!(2n+ 1)! �12wz(w + z)�n ;a formula we learned from Dijkgraaf [6℄. This �nishes the (sketh of the) proof ofthe theorem. (Zagier has determined the general 3-point funtion expliitly.)3 The Conjetures and the EvideneWe now formulate the �rst onjeture about the tautologial ring R�(Mg). Wehoose to state it �rst in the form in whih it was disussed at several oasions,as early as Spring 1993, in partiular, before the two theorems above were proved.Conjeture 1. a. The tautologial ring R�(Mg) is Gorenstein with sole indegree g � 2. I.e., it vanishes in degrees > g � 2, is 1-dimensional in degreeg�2 and, when an isomorphism Rg�2(Mg) = Q is �xed, the natural pairingRi(Mg)�Rg�2�i(Mg)! Rg�2(Mg) = Qis perfet.b. The [g=3℄ lasses �1; : : : ;�[g=3℄ generate the ring1, with no relations in degrees� [g=3℄.2. There exist expliit formulas for the proportionalities in degree g � 2, whihmay be given as follows. We de�ne expressions h�d1+1�d2+1 � � � �dk+1i, ele-ments of Rg�2(Mg), in two ways, for every partition of g � 2 into positiveintegers d1, d2, : : : , dk ; this allows to express every monomial �I of degreeg � 2 (where I is a multi-index) as a multiple of �g�2 .1 Morita has reently proved this (expliitly) in ohomology, f. [28℄.2 After formulating the onjeture, I learned of Harer's improved stability result [21℄ that es-sentially implies this.



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 115(1) h�d1+1�d2+1 � � � �dk+1i = (2g � 3 + k)!(2g � 1)!!(2g � 1)!Qkj=1(2dj + 1)!! �g�2 :(2) h�d1+1�d2+1 � � � �dk+1i = X�2Sk �� ;where �� = �j�1j�j�2j � � � �j��(�)j for a deomposition � = �1�2 � � ���(�)of the permutation � in disjoint yles, inluding the 1-yles; �nally,j�j is de�ned as the sum of the elements in the yle �, where we thinkof Sk as ating on the k-tuples with entries d1, d2, : : : , dk .Here (2a� 1)!! is shorthand for (2a)!=(2aa!). A few examples will larify thereipe given in () above:h�g�1i = �g�2 ;h�i�g�ii = �i�1�g�i�1 + �g�2 = (2g�1)!!(2i�1)!!(2g�2i�1)!! �g�2 ;h�i+1�j+1�k+1i = �i�j�k + �i+j�k + �i+k�j + �j+k�i + 2�g�2(i+ j + k = g � 2):Let me point out here that the inspiration to look at the sums of `intersetionnumbers' (multiples of �g�2) ourring in (2) above, instead of at the numbersthemselves, ame entirely from the Witten onjeture ([32℄, see also [23℄), as thenotation suggests. A diret link with the atual intersetion numbers of Witten'stau-lasses on the ompati�ed moduli spaesMg;n was not available at the time,however; it is now, via the lass h2g�1(E ) mentioned in the sketh of the proofof Theorem 2. The resulting onjetural identity between the latter numbers is:(2g � 3 + k)!22g�1(2g � 1)! � 1Qkj=1(2ej � 1)!! =h�e1 � � � �ek�2gi � kXj=1h�e1 � � � �ej�1�ej+2g�1�ej+1 � � � �eki+ 12 2g�2Xj=0 (�1)jh�2g�2�j�j�e1 � � � �eki+ 12 Xk=I qJ 2g�2Xj=0 (�1)jh�jYi2I �eiih�2g�2�jYi2J �eiiwhere k = f1;2; : : : ;kg andPkj=1(ej�1) = g�2. (We proved that it is ompatiblewith the string and dilaton equations, so ej � 2 may be assumed.)33 Getzler and Pandharipande [18℄ have shown that this identity is a onsequene of a speialase of the Virasoro onjeture of Eguhi, Hori and Xiong [8℄.



116 Carel FaberReturning to Mg , we an give the proportionality fator for �g�21 expliitly:�g�21 = 1g � 1 22g�5�(g � 2)!�2�g�2a formula whih we had observed `experimentally' and whih was proven instan-taneously by Zagier from () above.Note that parts (a) and () of Conjeture 1 impliitly determine the dimensionof the Q-vetor spae Ri(Mg): it is the rank of the p(i) by p(g � 2 � i) matrix(with p the partition funtion) whose entries are the `intersetion numbers' rIJof monomials �I of degree i and �J of degree g� 2� i given by �I�J = rIJ�g�2 .So the seond half of part (b) of the onjeture is the laim that this matrix is ofmaximal rank whenever 3i � g. Unfortunately, we have not been able to derivean expliit formula for the dimension of Ri(Mg) in this manner. In joint workwith Zagier, we found a relatively simple formula that �ts with the data obtainedso far from omputations; this will be disussed later.Part (a) of the onjeture may be rephrased to say that R�(Mg) has thePoinar�e Duality property enjoyed by the ring of algebrai ohomology lasses(with Q-oeÆients) of a nonsingular projetive variety of dimension g � 2. Inlight of this, Thaddeus asked the question whether R�(Mg) also satis�es the otherproperties suh a ring is known (resp. onjetured) to have in har. 0 (resp. inhar. p > 0). (Cf. Grothendiek's paper [19℄ for a disussion of these.) After havingexamined the available evidene, we feel on�dent enough to extend Conjeture 1:Conjeture 1(bis). In addition to the properties mentioned in Conjeture 1,R�(Mg) `behaves like' the algebrai ohomology ring of a nonsingular projetivevariety of dimension g�2; i.e., it satis�es the Hard Lefshetz and Hodge Positivityproperties with respet to the lass �1 .We don't have a partiular andidate for suh a projetive variety. Diaz's up-per bound allows for the existene of suh a variety lying inside Mg , althoughpresumably it will have at least quotient singularities in that ase. For a brief dis-ussion of the relation between the onjetured form of the tautologial ring andthe ourrene of omplete subvarieties inside moduli spae, see the onludingremarks.So as not to lose the interest of the skeptial reader, we state the followingresult.Theorem 3. Conjetures 1 and 1(bis) are true for all g � 15.In order to explain how we ould settle these onjetures for the values ofg mentioned, we introdue ertain sheaves on the spaes Cdg , the d-fold �berproduts of the universal urve Cg over Mg .Consider the projetion � = �f1;:::;dg : Cd+1g ! Cdg that forgets the (d + 1)-stpoint. Denote by �d+1 the sum of the d divisors D1;d+1, : : : , Dd;d+1 as well as(by abuse of notation) its lass:



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 117�d+1 = D1;d+1 + � � �+Dd;d+1 :Further, denote by !i the (Q-)line bundle on Cng obtained by pulling bak ! on Cgalong the projetion onto the i-th fator and denote its lass in the odimension-1Chow group by Ki .We de�ne a oherent sheaf Fd on Cdg by the formulaFd = ��(O�d+1 
 !d+1):The sheaf Fd is loally free of rank d; its �ber at a point (C;x1; : : : ;xd) = (C;D)is the vetor spae H0(C;K=K(�D)):We think of Fd as a universal d-pointed jet bundle. It is invariant for the ationof Sd . Its total Chern lass an be expressed in terms of the tautologial divisorlasses Ki and Dij on Cdg :(Fd ) = (1 +K1)(1 +K2 ��2)(1 +K3 ��3) � � � (1 +Kd ��d)= (1+K1)(1+K2�D12)(1+K3�D13�D23) � � � (1+Kd�D1d � � ��Dd�1;d):This an be proved for instane using the Grothendiek-Riemann-Roh theoremand a natural �ltration on the sheaves Fn .The natural evaluation map of loally free sheaves on Cdg :'d : E ! Fdbetween the pulled-bak Hodge bundle of rank g and the bundle Fd of rank d willbe our main tool in onstruting relations between tautologial lasses. Fiberwisethe kernel over (C;D) is the vetor spae H0(C;K(�D)), whose dimension mayvary with D.Observe that the lous frk 'd � d � rg parameterizes the pairs (C;D) forwhih dim H0(C;K(�D)) � g � d + r, equivalently, dim H0(C;D) � r + 1, inother words, for whih the omplete linear system jDj has dimension at least r.So the image of this lous in Mg parameterizes the urves possessing a grd . Theexpeted odimension of the lous frk 'd � d � rg in Cdg is r(g � d + r); theexpeted �ber dimension of the map to Mg is r; so the expeted odimension inMg of the lous of urves possessing a grd is� = r(g � d+ r)� d+ r = (r + 1)(g � d+ r)� g;the Brill-Noether number.Porteous's formula (f. [1, 17℄) omputes the lass of the degeneray lousfrk 'd � d�rg if it is either empty or has the expeted odimension. The formulais: lass (frk 'd � d� rg) = �r;g�d+r((Fd � E )):



118 Carel FaberHere the di�erene is taken in the Grothendiek group; (Fd � E ) is the formalpower series in t obtained as the quotient (Fd)=(E ) of total Chern lasses, thistime written as polynomials in t. Finally,�p;q 1Xi=0 iti! = ��������� p p+1 : : : p+q�1p�1 p : : : p+q�2... ... . . . ...p�q+1 p�q+2 : : : p ��������� :As a very important example of the above, onsider the urves C of genus gwith a gg2g�1 . Divisors of degree �1 on a urve are not e�etive; dually this saysthat no urve has a gg2g�1 . Henefrk '2g�1 � g � 1gis a fany way to denote the empty set. Porteous's formula applies and we �nd:Proposition 3.1. g(F2g�1 � E ) = 0:As the Chern lasses of both E and F2g�1 are expressed in terms of thetautologial lasses, this gives a relation between tautologial lasses on C2g�1g .In priniple, pushing-down this relation all the way to Mg will give a relationbetween the tautologial lasses �i and �i , hene between the �i themselves.(One has to note that a monomial in the lasses Ki and Dij pushes down to amonomial in the �i ; the formulas governing this will be disussed shortly.)Unfortunately, for trivial reasons the obtained relation is identially zero:the relation of the proposition lives in odimension g on C2g�1g , hene ends upin negative odimension one pushed down to Mg . (This might be one of thereasons why this relation apparently was not onsidered before.)Fortunately however, \one zero, always zero": multiplying the relation withan arbitrary lass gives another relation; in partiular, multiplying it with a mono-mial in tautologial lasses gives another relation between tautologial lasses;after pushing-down to Mg we obtain relations between the �i whih do not ob-viously vanish.Before disussing these relations, we state a variant of the proposition above:Proposition 3.2.For all d � 2g � 1; for all j � d� g + 1; j(Fd � E ) = 0:This is beause the lous frk 'd � g� 1g is empty; so 'd is an injetive mapof vetor bundles, whene the okernel is loally free of rank d � g, whene theresult. (To ease the exposition, we will only use d = 2g � 1 in the sequel.)



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 119The available evidene suggests that the relations between the �i obtainedfrom the relations just stated by multiplying with a monomial in the Ki and Dijand pushing-down toMg are very non-trivial indeed. In fat, alulations we havedone show that for g � 15 these relations generate the entire ideal of relationsin the tautologial ring. I.e., dividing out the polynomial ring Q [�1 ; : : : ;�g�2℄by the ideal of relations so obtained gives a quotient ring that surjets onto thetautologial ring; the quotient ring is Gorenstein with sole in degree g�2; beauseRg�2(Mg) is nonzero by Theorem 2, the surjetion is in fat an isomorphism. Inthis way one proves Theorem 3. Below we disuss the alulations in some detail.Beause we see no reason whatsoever why the result of the alulations would bedi�erent for higher genera, we put forward the following onjeture:Conjeture 2. In the polynomial ring Q [�1 ; : : : ;�g�2℄, let Ig be the ideal gener-ated by the relations of the form���M � j(F2g�1 � E )�;with j � g and M a monomial in the Ki and Dij and � : C2g�1g ! Mg theforgetful map. Then the quotient ring Q [�1 ; : : : ;�g�2℄=Ig is Gorenstein with solein degree g � 2; hene it is isomorphi to the tautologial ring R�(Mg).The implied isomorphism follows from Theorem 2. As mentioned, Conjeture2 is proved for all g � 15. (As it turns out, monomials in the Dij suÆe.)4 CalulationsWe now disuss the `mehanis' of the alulation: how a relation of the formstated in Conjeture 2 atually produes a relation between the �i on Mg . Ob-serve that the expression M � j(F2g�1 � E )may be expanded into a polynomial in the lasses Ki , Dij and �i . The latterlasses are pull-baks from Mg ; we will essentially always suppress this in thenotation4. Also, although stritly speaking we don't need it at this point, wepoint out that it is easy to invert (E ) (see [29℄, x5):(E )�1 = (E_) = 1� �1 + �2 � �3 + � � �+ (�1)g�g :Hene it suÆes to explain how to ompute �� of a monomial in the lasses justmentioned. The projetion formula tells us that it suÆes to do this for monomialsin the lasses Ki and Dij . Now the map � is the omposition of morphisms �dfrom Cdg to Cd�1g forgetting the d-th point:4 Similarly for the kappa's in what follows.



120 Carel Faber� = �1 Æ �2 Æ � � � Æ �2g�1 :The formulas for omputing �d;� of a monomial were already stated in [22℄, topof p. 55:Formularium.a. Every monomial in the lasses Ki (1 � i � d) and Dij (1 � i < j � d) onCdg an be rewritten as a monomial M pulled bak from Cd�1g times either asingle diagonal Did or a power Kkd of Kd by a repeated appliation of thefollowing substitution rules:8<: DidDjd ! DijDidD2id ! �KiDidKdDid ! KiDid (i < j < d);(i < d);(i < d):b. For M a monomial pulled bak from Cd�1g :� �d;�(M �Did) = M ;�d;�(M �Kkd ) = M � ��(�k�1):Here � : Cd�1g !Mg is the forgetful map.Note that �d;�(M) = 0 as it should be, sine ��1 = 0.Let us disuss some examples, starting in genus 2. On C32 we have:0 = 2(F3 � E)= 2�(1 +K1)(1 +K2 �D12)(1 +K3 �D13 �D23)(1 � �1 + �2)�= (K1K2 +K1K3 +K2K3 �K1D12 �K1D13 �K1D23�K2D13 �K2D23 �K3D12 +D12D13 +D12D23)��1(K1 +K2 +K3 �D12 �D13 �D23) + �2 :Upon interseting this withD13 and applying the substitution rules, this beomes:0 = D13 � 2(F3 � E )= (2K21D13 + 3K1K2D13 � 6K1D12D13)� �1(3K1D13 +K2D13 � 2D12D13) + �2D13 :Pushing this down gives:0 = ���D13 � 2(F3 � E)�= (�1 Æ �2)��2K21 + 3K1K2 � 6K1D12 � �1(3K1 +K2 � 2D12) + �2�= �1;�(3K1�0 � 6K1 � �1�0 + 2�1)= 3�20 � 6�0 = 0:



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 121This is no surprise. Instead, pushing-down after interseting with D12D13 gives:0 = ���D12D13 � 2(F3 � E )�= (�1 Æ �2)�(11K21D12 � 6�1K1D12 + �2D12)= �1;�(11K21 � 6�1K1 + �2)= 11�1 � 6�0�1 = 11�1 � 12�1 = 10�1 ;whih implies �1 = 0. Although we knew this already, it nevertheless shows thatnon-trivial relations an be obtained in this manner. In fat, using �1 = 0, hene�1 = 0 = �2 , we obtain also the relations:8<: K21 = 0 ;K1K2 = 2K1D12 ;0 = K1D12 +K1D13 +K2D23 �K1D23 �K2D13 �K3D12 + 2D12D13:(The symmetry of the situation was used to obtain the latter relation.) As onean hek easily, it follows that R�(Cn2 ) is Gorenstein (with sole in degree n) forn � 3.5Next we look at genus 3. We know that �1 6= 0, so there are no relationsin R1(M3). The vanishing in odimension 2 resulting from Looijenga's theoreman be made expliit by means of the relations introdued above. First, uponinterseting 3(F5�E) with the produt D12D13D14D15 of diagonals and pushingthis down to C3 we �nd:0 = 3�(1 +K)(1 + 2K) � � � (1 + 5K)� E�= 225K3 � 85K2�1 + 15K�2 � �3 ;whih after pushing-down to M3 gives the relation225�2 � 558 �21 = 0:Seond, interseting 4(F5 � E ) with the produt D12D13D45 and pushing thisdown to M3 one �nds (after a alulation) the relation874 �21 � 162�2 = 0:Hene we �nd �21 = 0 = �2 , so that R�(M3) = Q [�1 ℄=(�21), as was already knownto Mumford (f. [29℄, p. 309).5 A reent result of Pandharipande and the author [15℄ implies that this is true for all n.



122 Carel FaberIn genus 4, the interesting odimension is 2: we know that R2(M4) is 1-dimensional; the question is what the preise relation between �21 and �2 is. Itwas determined in [10℄; let us rederive it here. Interseting 4(F7 � E ) with theprodut D12D13D14D15D67 and pushing this down to M4 we �nd eventually therelation 150�21 � 1600�2 = 0:Similarly, via D12D13D14D56D57 �4(F7�E ) respetively D12D34D56D57 �5(F7�E ) we �nd the relations360�21 � 3840�2 = 0 and �180�21 + 1920�2 = 0:Lengthy alulations are required to obtain these relations, espeially in the lastase. It is then reassuring to �nd that all three are equivalent to�21 = 323 �2 ;as obtained in [10℄ and in aordane with the predited relation between �g�21and �g�2 in genus g mentioned before.This may be a good moment to point out that the relations desribed inConjeture 2, geometrially transparent as they are, appear to be rather om-pliated from a ombinatorial point of view. To illustrate this, we observe thatg(F2g�1�E ) is a polynomial of degree g in roughly 2g2 variables. If expanding itompletely before applying the substitution and push-down rules of the Formula-rium were the only option, we would be stuk in genus 5 or 6 already. As we willexplain later, there are various ways to overome this diÆulty. For the momentwe ontinue our desription of the tautologial rings in low genus. All resultswere obtained by expliitly alulating the relations desribed in Conjeture 2.We wrote several Maple6 proedures for the oasion.Genus 5 gives the �rst example of a relation not resulting from Looijenga'stheorem. It is the relation �21 = 725 �2 ;establishing that R2(M5) is 1-dimensional, thus providing the �rst evidene be-yond Theorems 1 and 2 for the onjetured Gorenstein property of R�(Mg). Wealso �nd the predited relation �31 = 288�3 . Let us also give the resulting relationsbetween kappa's and lambda's:8<: �1 = 12�1�2 = 10�21 = 20�2�3 = 6�31 = 40�3 :Combining these results with the omputation of �g�2�g�1�g , we omputed thetautologial lass of the lous of Jaobians of urves of genus 5 in the modulispae A5 of prinipally polarized abelian 5-folds7. The method is the same as in[11℄, x5; see also the onluding remarks. The result is:6 Maple  is a trademark of the University of Waterloo and Waterloo Maple Software.7 In [13℄ we show how to ompute this for arbitrary g.



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 123[J5℄Q = 12 [J5℄ = 36�31 � 48�3 +Xin the rational ohomology of a toroidal ompati�ation eA5 , where X satis�es�121 X = �91�3X = 0.Note that the relations above, together with Theorem 2, determine the Chowring of M5 , sine Izadi proved that the Chow ring equals the tautologial ringin genus 5 [24℄.We remark that for g � 5R�(Mg) = Q [�1 ℄=(�g�11 )(and the tautologial ring equals the Chow ring). Suh a simple desription isnot available in genus 6 and higher: �21 and �2 are independent, as follows fromEdidin's result [7℄.We �nd in genus 6:R�(M6) = Q [�1 ;�2℄=(127�31 � 2304�1�2 ;113�41 � 36864�22):Hene this is still a omplete intersetion ring. We also have the relations�3 = 52304 �31 and �4 = 573728 �41 :In genera 7 and 8, the tautologial rings are also omplete intersetion rings,but apparently this is not the ase for any genus greater than or equal to 9. Asa �nal example, we give here the tautologial ring in genus 9, beause it is the�rst one whih is not a omplete intersetion, and also to give the reader an ideaof how ompliated these rings beome very quikly. The ring R�(M9) is thequotient of Q [�1 ;�2;�3℄ by the ideal generated by8>>>>>><>>>>>>: 5195�41 + 3644694�1�3 + 749412�22 � 265788�21�233859814400�2�3 � 95311440�31�2 + 2288539�5119151377�51 + 16929907200�1�22 � 1142345520�31�21422489600�23 � 983�611185408000�32 � 47543�6142019�61 � 1234800�41�2(the last generator is atually superuous). We also have the relations8>><>>: 1399562496�4 = 2453760�22 � 65425�41 + 2470320�21�27223427072�5 = 307440�31�2 � 8729�51309657600�6 = �6126011238400�7 = �71



124 Carel FaberSo the dimensions of the vetor spaes Ri(M9) are 1;1;2;3;3;2;1;1 respetively.By straightforward alulations one veri�es, �rst, that the pairings Ri(M9) �R7�i(M9)! R7(M9) = Q are perfet, i.e., R�(M9) is Gorenstein, seond, thatR�(M9) satis�es the Hard Lefshetz and Hodge Positivity properties, third, thatthe proportionalities in degree g � 2 = 7 are as onjetured. All the relationsabove are in the ideal I9 mentioned in Conjeture 2. This ompletes the proof ofConjetures 1 and 2 in the ase g = 9 at hand.To prove Conjetures 1 and 2 for other values of g, one proeeds entirelyanalogously. I would like to point out that settling these two onjetures an beviewed as a ombinatorial problem. For a given value of g, the veri�ation ofthe onjetures amounts to a �nite alulation; in priniple it an be done on aomputer. In pratie, we arried this out for g � 15. As remarked already, thisrequires an implementation in whih the expressions g(F2g�1 � E) are not ex-panded ompletely before the rules of the formularium are applied to them. First,note that every diagonal Dij inM an be used to redue the number of points by1, by applying the substitution and push-down rules involving Dij diretly to Fd .One �nds d-pointed jet bundles on Ckg (with k < d), where the d points appearwith multipliities at the general point of Ckg . E.g., a Dd�1;d ourring in M hasthe e�et of replaing (1+Kd��d) in (Fd) by (1+2Kd�1��d�1); this gives thetotal Chern lass of the d-pointed jet bundle on Cd�1g orresponding to d-tuplesthat ontain the (d � 1)-st point with multipliity 2. For another example, seethe alulation done for 3(F5 � E) in genus 3 above.Next, the trivial identityk(Fd ) = k(Fd�1) + (Kd ��d) k�1(Fd�1)an be used to expand the total Chern lasses of d-pointed jet bundles (possiblywith multipliities) step by step. This makes the omputations somewhat moremanageable. We remark that ���M � j(F2g�1 � E)� is trivially 0 if not all indiesfrom f1; : : : ;2g � 1g are `overed' by the monomial M .Moreover, we derived a formula expressing ����� � k(Fd)� diretly as a poly-nomial in the kappa's, where � = (�1; : : : ;�a) is a partition of d and �� is aprodut of d� a diagonals orresponding to �:�� = D1;2 � � �D1;�1D�1+1;�1+2 � � �D�1+1;�1+�2 � � �Dd��a+1;d��a+2 � � �Dd��a+1;d :In joint work with Zagier, this formula was rewritten in a form involving formalpower series. This form was then used to prove the following statements aboutthe relations in the ideal Ig introdued in Conjeture 2:a. Ig ontains no relations in odimensions � g=3.b. For g of the form 3k � 1 with k an integer, there is a unique relation inodimension k in Ig .. Write g = 3k � 1� `, with k and ` positive integers. There exists an upperbound for the number of relations in Ig in odimension k, whih only dependson `.



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 125The �rst statement is onsistent with the seond half of part (b) of Conjeture1 (but doesn't prove it). As remarked, the improved stability result of Harer [21℄essentially implies that there are no relations between the kappa's in odimensions� g=3.The unique relation in odimension k and genus 3k � 1 is given as follows.De�ne rational numbers ai for i � 1 via the identityexp � 1Xi=1 aiti! = 1Xn=0 (6n)!(2n)!(3n)! tnof formal power series. Then the said relation is the oeÆient of tk inexp 1Xi=1 ai�iti! :As to the third statement, the available omputational evidene suggests that theatual number of relations in R�(Mg) in odimension k and genus g = 3k� 1� `depends only on `, whenever 2k � g�2 (i.e., k � `+3). Assuming this, and denot-ing this number by a(`), we know that a(`) = 1;1;2;3 for ` = 0;1;2;3 respetively;further omputations assuming Conjeture 1 give the following results:` 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9a(`) 1 1 2 3 5 6 10 13 18 24Zagier and I have a favourite guess as to what the funtion a might be (but thereare many funtions with 10 presribed values).Detailed results onerning the formula expressing ����� � k(Fd)� as a poly-nomial in the kappa's as well as the work with Zagier will appear in [16℄.5 Other RelationsSo far, we have only onsidered relations resulting from the triviality that divisorsof negative degree on a urve are not e�etive (or rather from the dual statement).Naturally, many more relations an be produed with the same method. Startwith a triple (g;d;r) suh that the lous frk 'd � d � rg has the expeted odi-mension, so that its lass an be omputed using Porteous's formula. If the �bersof the map to Mg have the expeted dimension r, then utting the lous with rsuÆiently general divisors will give a lous that maps �nitely onto the lous inMg of urves possessing a grd . Often, divisors an be hosen whose lasses lie inthe tautologial ring of Cdg , and often there are quite a few possible hoies forsuh divisors. Every suh hoie leads to a formula for the lass of the lous inMg of urves possessing a grd , with a ertain multipliity; if the multipliity anbe omputed|this is often the ase|we obtain the atual lass, as an element ofthe tautologial ring. (These observations are ertainly not new; see for instanethe papers [4, 22, 29, 31℄.)



126 Carel FaberEquating the various formulas for this lass leads then to relations in thetautologial ring. However, if one is after suh relations (we are), it is a lot easierto ut with fewer than r divisors whose lasses lie in the tautologial ring; pushing-down the resulting lass to Mg gives a polynomial in the kappa's whih is 0 inthe ring, sine the �bers of the map to Mg are positive-dimensional. In this waywe obtain relations without having to ompute multipliities.Examples:a. 1-dimensional linear systems. The loi involved have the expeted dimen-sions. The lous of divisors moving in a g1d has dimension 2g� 4+2d. Cutting itslass with K1 (i.e., requiring that the �rst point be in a �xed anonial divisor)gives a lass that pushes down to the lass of urves with a g1d , with multipliity(d� 1)!(2g � 2). Cutting it with D12 instead, we �nd that lass with multipliity(d � 2)!(2g + 2d � 2). The two formulas are worked out in [31℄, x5, for d = 2resp. 3. In [10℄ we proved that the resulting relation expresses �g�2 (resp. �g�4)in lower kappa's, for g � 4 (resp. for g � 7). The other option is to push-downdiretly. This produes a non-trivial relation in odimension g�2d+1. It appearsthat together these relations are suÆient to prove the �rst half of part (b) ofConjeture 1, but I have not been able to arry out the alulation.b. Plane quintis. They form a 12-dimensional subvariety of M6 . Inside C56the divisors moving in a g25 form a 14-dimensional lous. Note that it has twoomponents: one lies over the plane quintis; the other lies over the hyperelliptilous, with 3-dimensional �bers (the g25 equals the g24 plus an arbitrary base point).Cutting the lass with two divisors and pushing-down, we �nd the lass of theplane quintis in M6 , with a ertain multipliity. There are 5 ways of hoosingtwo tautologial divisors: D12D34 , D12D13 , K1D23 , K1D12 and K1K2 . As oneheks easily, these give the lass of the plane quintis with multipliities 240, 90,360, 60 and 600 respetively. (E.g., K1D23 puts the �rst point in a �xed anonialdivisor; the seond and third point oinide, so this is a point of tangeny on aline through the �rst point; this �xes the fourth and �fth point, but not theirorder, for a total of 10 �18 �2 = 360 possibilities.) The 5 formulas for the lass give4 relations between �31 , �1�2 and �3 . It turns out these relations have rank 2 (theatual rank, as we know now). (When I did these alulations originally (Summer1991), the result strongly suggested to me that R3(M6) should be 1-dimensional;this was instrumental in formulating the �rst version of Conjeture 1 later thatyear.) The lass of the plane quintis turns out to be 353072 �31 :. Hyperellipti urves. If Porteous's formula an be applied to ompute thelass of divisors moving in a grd , it an also be applied to ompute the lass of thedivisors moving in the dual system (a gg�d+r�12g�2�d ). Let us apply this to hyperelliptiurves. The lass of divisors moving in a gg�22g�4 is�g�2;2�(F2g�4 � E )� = (2g�2 � g�1g�3)(F2g�4 � E ):This has (g � 2)-dimensional �bers over the hyperellipti lous. Cutting it with < g � 2 divisors and pushing-down, we �nd relations in odimension . There



Desription of the Tautologial Ring of the Moduli Spae of Curves 127are many possible hoies for the  divisors; e.g., one an take  diagonals, inwhih ase the possibilities orrespond to the partitions of . It appears thatthese relations (together with the relation mentioned in (a) expressing �g�2 inlower kappa's) generate the entire ideal of relations between the kappa's, but theomputations are quite umbersome.Conluding remarks:a. As we saw before, Looijenga's theorem (Theorem 1) in degree g�1 impliesDiaz's upper bound g � 2 for the dimension of a omplete subvariety of Mg .One may view Theorem 2 as indiating that there is no intersetion-theoretialobstrution to the existene of a (g�2)-dimensional omplete subvariety. Thinkingalong these lines, Theorem 1 in degree g � 2 as well as Conjeture 1 put severeonstraints on the possible (g � 2)-dimensional omplete subvarieties, whereasomplete subvarieties of dimensions � g=3 are unonstrained from this point ofview. In the known existene results, the genus is exponential in the dimensionof the omplete subvariety; for all g � 3, omplete urves exist; M8 ontainsomplete surfaes. Perhaps (for now) M6 and M7 are more natural plaes tolook for omplete surfaes than M4 and M5 .b. In degree g � 2, we have found `experimentally' several expliit propor-tionalities. Even deduing them from part () of Conjeture 1 appears to benon-trivial, so we are far from proving them.8 We state the most relevant ones:[Hg℄Q = 12 [Hg℄ = (22g � 1) 2g�2(2g + 1)(g + 1)! �g�2 ;�g�2 = jB2g�2j (2g � 1) 2g�1(2g � 2)(g � 1)! �g�2 :Here Hg is the hyperellipti lous. The seond formula, together with Theorem2, leads to �3g�1 = jB2g�2B2gj(2g � 2)(2g) 1(2g � 2)! :This is the ontribution from the onstant maps, as it ours in the theory ofounting urves of higher genus on threefolds (see [3℄, x5.13, (5.54)). Before, thisnumber was known only for g � 4 (f. [11℄) and no onjetural formula wasknown.AknowledgementsI would like to thank Robbert Dijkgraaf, Bill Fulton, Gerard van der Geer,Ezra Getzler, Eduard Looijenga, Shigeyuki Morita, Ragni Piene, Piotr Pragaz,Mihael Thaddeus, Chris Zaal and Don Zagier. This researh has been madepossible by a fellowship of the Royal Netherlands Aademy of Arts and Sienes8 In fat, these formulas are proved now. For the proof of the latter two, see [14℄. The hyperel-lipti formula follows via (1) from a alulation similar to the one in [14℄, x3.2. This also givesa geometri proof of the non-vanishing of Rg�2(Mg).
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